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On minimal annuli in a slab

Yi Fang*

One of three beautiful theorems about a minimal annulus in a slab proved by
Max Shiffman, [11], says that,

THEOREM 1. If A is a minimal annulus in a slab S c IR3, and F ÔA is a pair
of circles lying in the boundary planes ofthe slab, separaîed by the interior of A, then

for every plane P which is contained in the slab S, A nP is a circle. In particular, A
is embedded.

In [4], it is proved that the same conclusion is true if we replace the boundary
circles in Theorem 1 by parallel straight Unes and assume A is properly embedded.

Furthermore, Toubiana has proved that if two straight lines lying in distinct
parallel planes, but the two straight lines are not parallel to each other, then they
cannot bound any proper minimal annulus in the slab bounded by the two parallel
planes.

In this article we will give generalizations of the results stated above, with a
unified proof.

We will dénote Pt {(x, y, z): z t}, and assume that the boundary planes of
the slab are parallel to Pt; and we can further normalize the slab S such that
S S( -1,1) {(x,y, z): -1 ^ t^ 1}. We will prove

THEOREM 2. Suppose A c S( — 1, 1) is a proper minimal annulus in a slab and

A(X) AnPu A( — 1) A nP_x are straight lines or circles.

(1)7/* both A{\) and A( — 1) are circles, then A(t) Ar\Pt is a circle,
— 1 &lt; t &lt; 1. In particular, A is embedded.

(2) If A(\) or A{ — 1) is a straight Une and the other one is a circle, and A is

embedded, then A{i) A nPt is a circle, — 1 &lt; / &lt; 1.

(3) If A{\) or A( — 1) are both straight lines, A is embedded, then A(t) =AnPt
is a circle, —!&lt;/&lt;!.

?1991 Mathematics Subject Classification Primary 53A10; Secondary 35P99. The research described
in this paper is supported by Australia Research Council grant A688 30148. The author would like to
thank the référée for pointing out mistakes in the previous version.
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REMARK 1. The first part of Theorem 2 is exactly the Theorem 1, we will give
it a simpler, straightforward proof, essentially in the same way as the proof of the
other cases. We will see that the third part of Theorem 2 implies the resuit in [4].
The second part of Theorem 2 is new.

Let A cz S( — 1, 1) be a proper minimal annulus such that A{\) AnPx and

A(-X) =AnP_x are straight Unes or circles, dA A{ 1)uA( — 1). In the case that
there is only one straight line, we will always assume that ,4(1) is a straight line.
Then the conformai structure of the interior of A is équivalent to the interior of

AR {zeC:l/R*\z\£R},

for some 1 &lt; R &lt; oo. In fact the interior of A is conformally équivalent to

{z e C: p &lt; \z\ &lt; P, 0 &lt;£ p &lt; P ^ oo},

for some p and P. Since A has 1-dimensional boundary dA which is separated by
the interior of A, so 0 &lt; p and P &lt; oo. Hence let R y/P/p &gt; 1, then

Int(^) s lnt(AR).
There is a conformai harmonie immersion

X:AR-C c&gt; S(-l, 1),

where C is a subset of dAR and X({\z\ R} - C) ,4(1), X({\z\ \/R} - C)
A( -1). If ,4(1) and A( -1) are both circles, then C 0; if only ,4(1) is a straight
line, then C c: {|r| =/£}; if ,4(1) and A( — 1) are both straight Unes, then

Cn{|z| R} # 0, Cn{|z| l/R} # 0. When C#0 we assume that Z is an
embedding. The Enneper-Weierstrass représentation of A is

CJi C°1&apos;C°2&apos;

where V (a, *, 0) € R3, and

(1)
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where g is the Gauss map and / is a holomorphic function. Since X is proper, the
third coordinate function X3, which is harmonie, X3 \ ({\z\ l/R} - C) -1 and

X31 ({|z| R} - C) 1, and -1 &lt; X31 IntO4*) &lt; 1, can be extended to whole AR
such that X31 {\z\ l/R} -1 and X3 \ {\z\ R} 1. By the uniqueness of the

Dirichlet problem

\u\{\z\

where Int^^) is the interior of AR, we hâve

and

&lt;»3 =f(z)g(z) &lt;k=T\ i » loê z)dz
dzylogR log Rz

Hence

1 1

&apos;w
log^zg(z)&apos;

Thus by (1) we hâve

1

^Ct)3 ; — UZ,3
log R z

and X can be represented as
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Let

anz&quot;, -i- £ 6.Z-, (3)
5 V^/w — oo 5 V^/ n — — oo

then (2) gives a minimal annulus if and only if

Im(60) Im(ûb), Re(60) - Refa). (4)

The conformai factor of v4 is

and the Gauss curvature is

J&apos; (6)

The Gauss map g of the minimal annulus A has the features as stated in the

following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let X : A(R) — C-»S( — 1, 1) Z&gt;e a properly immersed minimal
annulus, A — X(A(R) — C). Then the Gauss map g of A has neither zéro nor pôle in
the interior of AR.

IfA(\) and A{ -1) are both straight Unes, then C {/?, q}9 \p\ R, \q\ l/R; if
only A(\) is a straight Une then C {/?}; In both cases, g can be extended to a

neighborhood of AR as a meromorphic function.
Furthermore, the extended Gauss map g : Ar-*Ckj{cq) takes zéro or oo on C,

and C is the only point set in AR, such that at which g takes zéro or oo.

Proof If g achieves a zéro or pôle in the interior point z of AR, then the tangent
plane of A at X{p) is Pn t log \z\j\ogR. It is well known that the preimage
X l(A(t)) contains an equiangular System at z, of at least order 4. This contradicts
that ^&quot;&apos;(^(0) {\z\ r /£&apos;}, as seen easily from the Enneper-Weierstrass
représentation. This contradiction proves that g has neither zéro nor pôle in the interior
of AR. Since ÔA is analytic, by Hopf boundary maximum principle, we known that
at each point p g dA, the co-normal of A has non-zero third component, hence the

normal vector of A at p is not vertical, hence for any z e X~l(p)9 g(z) # 0 or oo.
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If A{\) is a straight line, we can assume that ^4(1) is parallel to the .y-axis in R3,

then the unit normal vector of A along ,4(1) is in the xz-plane. Let C,

Cn{|z| R}, we see that g and g~l is real on {\z\ R} -C{. Hence using (3), g
and g~l can be extended to {R &lt; \z\ &lt; R3} by

=g(R2/z)= £ &lt;Tn

— oo

g(z)=g(R2/z)=

1 1

&gt;2n -n _

for R &lt; \z\ &lt; R3, where a&apos;n a_nR~2n9 b&apos;n b_nR~2n. By (4), we see that we can
use g to substitute g in the Enneper-Weierstrass représentation (2). Then we get a

minimal surface

X : {\/R &lt; \z\ &lt; R3} - C, -* S( -1, 3).

Since A^s properly immersed, the surface ^ X({\/R &lt; \z\ &lt; R3} - Cx) is properly
immersed and contains a complète minimal annular end. By Cône Lemma of [5],
this annular end has finite total curvature. By a theorem of Osserman, ([10],
Theorem 9.1 and Lemma 9.5, pages 81-2) this annular end has the conformai
structure of a punctured disk, and the Gauss map of y can be extended to the

puncture. In particular, Cx {/?} is a single point, g can be extended to p, and g(p)
is either zéro or oo by the Enneper-Weierstrass représentation, otherwise X(z) will
remain bounded near p.

Similar treatment applies to the case that A( — 1) is also a straight line. The

proof of the lemma is complète.

REMARK 2. Let R be the rotation of n angle around the straight line ^4(1) in
M3, by Schwartz Reflection Principle, A\jR(A) is a properly embedded minimal
surface. By uniqueness it must be ^ A u R(A), where y is the surface we got in
Lemma 1. In particular,

- KdA, (7)

where K is the Gauss curvature, and dA is the area élément of A.

We would like to calculate the plane curvature of each A(t) ~Ar\Pty
— 1 £ / £ 1. At any point of A(t), draw a tangent vector to the curve A(t), and let
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i// be the angle made by this tangent vector with the positive x-axis. ^ maybe is a

multivalued fonction, but we will see that ij/ is a harmonie function. To see this,
eonsider the normal vector of the curve AnPn and its angle with the positive
x-axis, &lt;t&gt;. If we orient the surface such that the normal is inward to the unbounded

component of S( -1 -h e, 1 - e) - A in S( — 1 + e, 1 — e), for every e &gt; 0 small

enough, then we hâve \j/ (f&gt; + n/2. By Lemma 1, g ^ 0 or oo in the interior of AR,
hence the normal vector must be g/\g\ g IR2, and so 0 arg g Im log g, thus &lt;f&gt; is

harmonie, so is ij/. Now suppose that s is the arc length parameter of the curve A(t),
notice that X~x{A(t)) {z: |z| r /?&apos;}, write z re10, we can calculate the curva-
ture of A{t) as follows:

Im(^ logg) Im(^ X°%gJs

Hère we hâve used the facts that on the curve {\z\ r

— s ï&gt; e/é? fe, and ds A\dz\ Ar dd.
du

Calculation shows that

g) g

Let

(8)
S S~ J

then simple calculation shows that

&apos;12
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By (5) and (6), we hâve

U d + lg|) _2KA2

Hence u îs a Jacobi field

REMARK 3 The Jacobi field u îs the same as in [11], page 79, formulas (8),
(9), and (10), where ît îs denoted by p in W, H plane

Remember that

AA=A~2A,

where AA îs the Lapalacian under the metnc ds2 A2\dz\2 If F A(\)uA( — 1)

consists of straight hnes or circles, then k9 0 on 3,4* — C, hence on ,4* — C w

satisfies

(10)
| - C) 0

By the définition of w, we see that to prove Theorem 2 îs équivalent to prove that
w 0

Now ît îs easy to prove the first part of Theorem 2 In fact since

k A ~lr~l Re(zg7#) and Re(zg7#) &gt; 0 on dAR, Re(zg7#)1S harmonie, hence k is

positive on ail of AR, thus each A(t) is stnctly local convex The total curvature of
each A{t) must be 2n by continuity, hence each A(t) is stnctly convex In particular,
A is embedded Now u \ dAR 0, w is an eigenfunction corresponding to the

eigenvalue 0 to the operator LA AA — 2K And since k must hâve at least one

maximum and one minimum on each A(t), Ke and so u changes sign, if u ^ 0 Since

the eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue never changes sign, 0 is not
the first eigenvalue of LA, hence ^(Int^*)) ^0 It is well known that g is a

conformai diffeomorphism from the mtenor of AR to C and Q =g(lnt(AR)) is a

proper domain of S2 Cu{oo} under the assumption that each A(t) is a stnctly
convex Jordan curve (In fact it is a local diffeomorphism by Re(zgV^) &gt;0 hence

g&apos;#0, and a geometnc, [8], or an analytic, [3], argument shows that g is

one-to-one The eigenvalue problem of LA is équivalent to the eigenvalue problem
of the operator As2 -f 2, where As2 is the sphère Lapalacian Therefore,
Â2(lnt(AR)) -f 2 /2(&amp;), the latter is the eigenvalue for As2 Since Q is a proper
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subdomain, k2(Q) &gt; 2, which contradicts to X2(Int(AR)) ^ 0. This contradiction
proves the first part of Theorem 2.

To complète the proof of Theorem 2, we need two more lemmas.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that AaS( —1,1) is a proper minimal annulus,

A{\) Ar\Px is a straight Une, A( — l)=AnP_lisa circle or straight Une, and
dA =^(l)u^(-l), Then

i KdA &gt; -An,
i

if A( — 1) is a circle; and

-4tc,I
if A( — 1) is also a straight Une.

Proof We will use the extended surface Sf in the proof of Lemma 1 to calculate
the total curvature of A. Notice that Sf has an embedded flat annular end

corresponding to the point p. Take Yp =^nSp, where Sp is the sphère in M3

centered at origin of radius p. Dénote the compact bail bounded by Sp by Bp and
let Op ^n(U3-Bp). If ^(-1) is a circle, take p large enough, such that
b£f czBp, then using Remark 2 and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.

F KdA -2n - F Kgds-\ Kg ds - \ Kg ds.

By a theorem of Jorge and Meeks, [7], when p -+co, Xp Yp/p approaches to a

géodésie of the unit sphère S2 in a C°° way, thus

J, Kgds -&gt; 2n, p -? oo.

Notice that the other two intégrais are larger than —2k because A{ — 1) and

-1)) are circles. We hâve

l KdA &gt; -in.

By (7), we conclude that the total curvature of A is larger than — &apos;
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For the proof of the case that A( — 1) is also a straight line, we quote a lemma
in [4] listed below, which implies that our surface has total curvature — 4n, notice
that A has genus 0.

We only state the part of that lemma in [4] that is useful to us.

LEMMA 3. Suppose A is a properly embedded minimal surface that is bounded

by a pair of Unes L — Lou Lx and lies in a slab between parallel planes, P Pq\jP^
with Lta Pt. Then A extends by Schwartz Reflection to a singly-periodic embedded

minimal surface 6f, invariant under a screw motion T, where T is R ° R09 Rl being
rotation by n about Lt. If A has genus k, 9* \T has genus (2k + 1), twoflat ends and
total curvature — 4n(2k + 2).

The strategy of the proof of Theorem 2 is then as follows. The zéro set of u divides

AR into subdomains, called nodal domains. If m can be continuously extended to AR
such that u\dAR =0, then u is an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 0

for the operator LA on thèse nodal domains. By a theorem of Barbosa and do
Carmo, [1], the total curvature of each such nodal domain is less than or equal to
— 27t, hence the total curvature of A must be less than —2kn, if we hâve k nodal
domains. If k &gt; 2, we get a contradiction to Lemma 2. Thus we must hâve u 0,
which is équivalent to each A(i) is a circle, for — 1 &lt; t &lt; 1.

By the four-vertex-theorem, see [6], which says that the zéro set of k0 divides
each A{i) into at least four components, — 1 &lt; t &lt; 1, if Ke ^ 0. Hence there are at
least four nodal domains.

Lemma 4 below will prove that u is actually continuous on AR, with u \ dAR 0.

Thus we will get the anticipated contradiction.

LEMMA 4. Let A be as in Theorem 2, /?, q be as in Lemma 1, and u be as defined
in (8). Then u is continuous on AR and u \ dAR 0.

Proof Without loss of generality, we can assume that p R. By Lemma 1, we

can assume that the Gauss map g has limit zéro at p R, then g can be extended

to the disk D(, centered at z R, as a holomorphic function g, and let £ z — R,

g(z)=(z-Ryh(z)=Ç&quot;h(O,

where h is a holomorphic function and A(0) # 0. Since R corresponds to an
embedded flat end, and that end intersects P, at a straight line, we hâve n 2.

Please see [12] for the argument or just see it from Lemma 3, since Sf has total
curvature — 8tt, so the Guass map should be a degree 2 map.
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For convenience, we will write g instead of g. Then

gjz)_ 2R h\z)
Z&amp;)-7=R + 2 + Zlïz)&apos;

and

a, 2R. Then

Since a,=:

Since

h{z) yl» r*-R*M+Z d,k

h(R)

We would like to calculate a0. The Weierstrass représentation for the extended
surface Sf is

11/1

1 X

A0)3 ; — dz,
\ogRz
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as commented in the proof of Lemma 1. Again we will write g instead g. Let C be

a loop around z R in a small disk. Then since X : {z: \/R &lt; \z\ &lt; R3} — {R} -&gt; 1R3

is well defined and

X{z)
JPa

we must hâve

=Re (o)uœ2,œ3),
Jpo

T TT+î(z)

f
Je

since g(z)/z is holomorphic at z R. Hence we know that the residue of l/zg(z) at
z R is zéro. Then we hâve

0= lin

1 h\z)

&quot;

y

1 h&apos;(R)

R2h(R) Rh2{R)&apos;

Hence

H&apos;(R) 1

h(K) R&apos;

and
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Then a_xaQ — a_x — 0 and

g(z)J dz\ g(z))

hence

is holomorphic near z R. Now consider the function

2(1+ \gf){Zg(z)

note that our function u is Im U. U(z) can be rewritten as

&lt;P(z)

Note that

is holomorphic and since |^|2 \z - iR|4|A(^)|2 |C|4|/ï(z)|2,

is a C00 complex function in a neighborhood of R. Thus
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is a C°° complex function near z R, so is £/(z). In particular, w(z) Im î/(z) is C°°

near z R. Hence u(R) 0, since on \z\ R9 if z # lï, then «(z) 0 by 10). Hence

m can be continuously extended to p R such that w(/?) 0. The proof for q is

exactly the same, if we note that either g or g&apos;1 can be regarded as the Gauss map,
therefore we can always assume g has a double zéro at q.

The proof of Theorem 2 is complète.
From the proof we see immediately that

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that A c S( — 1, 1) is a proper minimal annulus. If
A(\) AnPx is a straight Une and A is embedded in a neighborhood of A(\),
A{ — 1) A n P_, is a circle, and the total curvature of A is larger thon or equal to
— %n. Then each A{t) A nPn —\&lt;t&lt;l9isa circle. In particular\ A is embedded.

Proof We only need to point out that we can still use the four-vertex theorem,
even some level sets A{t) may not be Jordan curves. But it is shown in [6], that ail

curves which hâve exactly two vertices are curves which hâve exactly two simple

loops, on each loop the curvature is positive or négative, hence its total curvature
must be 0.

The minimal annuli which can be foliated by circles or straight Unes, but not ail

straight Unes, were classified by Enneper and B. Riemann in the 19th century, given

by elliptic intégrais. See [9], pages 85-90 for détail, or see [4] or [12] for a

représentation using elliptic functions. The facts are, ail of those circles are in

parallel planes; if any two circles are coaxial, the surface is a pièce of a catenoid, the

only rotational minimal surface; if the circles are not coaxial, then the surface has

two parallel straight Unes lying in parallel planes, as boundary. Based on thèse

facts, we hâve proved that

COROLLARY 2. Let LxaPu L_xaP_x be two parallel straight Unes. If
F LluL_l is the boundary ofa properly embedded minimal annulus A in S( — 1, 1),

then A is one of the Riemann&apos;s examples.

Finally, we hâve a non-existence theorem.

COROLLARY 3. Let Lxa pl9 L_, c P_x be two straight Unes, and they are not

parallel to each other. Then T =LxuL_x cannot bound an properly embedded

minimal annulus in S{ — 1, 1).

Corollary 2 is the main theorem of [4], in which it is proved via the elliptic function

theory. Corollary 3 is a resuit of Toubiana [12].
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